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With the increasingly significant trend of developing urban land for mixed-use, an increasing number of urban commercial and
office complexes have been built. ,e parking demand characteristics of such buildings are more complex than the parking
demand characteristics of single-use buildings due to more diverse influencing factors. As there are complicated linear and
nonlinear relationships between parking demand and influencing factors, it is difficult to accurately predict parking demand using
a single multiple regression analysis (MRA) model. Hence, in this paper, a combined algorithm based on the MRA model, beetle
antennae search (BAS) algorithm, and BP neural network is proposed for demand prediction. In this paper, a two-level and ten-
category index system is established and then mixed with the BP algorithm through the MRA model to improve the overall
robustness and accuracy of the algorithm. ,en, the BAS algorithm is used to search for optimal parameters involved in the BP
neural network to avoid local optimization and improve the accuracy and efficiency of prediction. Finally, an instance analysis is
carried out for verification, and the result indicates that the parking demand prediction accuracy of theMRA-BAS-BP algorithm is
higher than the prediction accuracy of the traditional algorithm.

1. Introduction

In recent years, urban motorization has made a great process in
China. ,e contradiction between growing parking demands
and insufficient parking spots in buildings has become in-
creasingly prominent.,erefore, many cities begin to pay more
and more attention to the formulation of parking spaces al-
located for new buildings. At present, the research on parking
allocation indicators mostly focuses on the parking demand
model of single business type; when it comes to urban com-
plexes with mixed commercial and office business types, they
mostly adopt the simple mode of classified demand superpo-
sition and do not fully consider the sharing benefits brought by
parking peak staggering, which not only increases the cost of
urban development and operation but also restricts the intensity
of land compound development. With the increasing number
of urban commercial complex buildings, it is of great practical
significance to carry out the research on parking demand
prediction of a commercial complex.

Scholars at home and abroad mostly use parking gen-
eration rate models, multiple regression analysis, vehicle
origin-destination (OD) analysis, and other methods to
predict parking demand for buildings. Based on influencing
factors such as road network service level, Cheng et al. [1]
used a multiple linear regression model to predict the
parking demand for urban central culture districts (CCDs).
,ey found that the model avoided the road network ca-
pacity saturation caused by parking and was practical, but
there was approximately a 10% error between the predicted
results and reality. Yu et al. [2] compared and analyzed three
conventional parking demand prediction models, namely,
the parking generation rate model, multiple regression
model, and vehicle OD method, and found that the multiple
regression model can be used in parking demand prediction
for buildings with a comprehensive influence factor system
and obvious linear characteristics of parking demand.
However, the model has a poor parking demand prediction
for buildings with some nonlinear characteristics.
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Meanwhile, some scholars have begun to apply machine
learning algorithms to building parking demand prediction.
Liu et al. [3] explored a spatiotemporal deep learning neural
network for shared parking demand prediction and pre-
dicted the parking demand through three models: CNN,
Conv-LSTM, and LSTM. ,e results showed that the
parking demand predicted by the deep learning neural
network is greatly improved in comparison with the parking
demand predicted by conventional basic models. Based on
the analysis of passenger travel behaviors, Gai et al. [4]
proposed a parking demand prediction model with long
short-term memory (LSTM) as the core to predict the
parking demand of parking lots in railway stations. ,e
results showed that the LSTM model achieves a better
prediction effect than the traditional models.

,roughout research on parking demand prediction
methods for existing urban commercial-office complexes at
home and abroad, the parking demand of commercial-office
complexes and its influencing factors can be found to show a
complex linear and nonlinear relationship [5]. Among these
factors, some studies use only the multiple regression
analysis (MRA) method to fit and predict the linear rela-
tionship between parking demand and its influencing fac-
tors, which leads to a certain deviation in the predicted
outcomes, mainly because a single multiple linear regression
method cannot fit the nonlinear part of parking demand.
,erefore, referring to relevant research and to compensate
for the shortcomings of the MRA model, the authors in this
paper combine the MRA model with a machine learning
algorithm to construct a combinational algorithm with a
more significant fitting effect for parking demand prediction
of urban commercial-office complexes.

2. Parking Demand Prediction Algorithm for
the Urban Commercial-Office Complex

2.1. Parameter Setting and definition. For a given com-
mercial-office complex i, let Pi denote its parking demand,
PMRA(i) denote the predicted parking demand after MRA
analysis, and Po(i) be the predicted parking demand after
MRA-BAS-BP calculation.

,e parking demand prediction algorithm proposed in
this paper involves two stages: regression analysis of the
parking demand for urban commercial-office complexes
based on MRA and parking demand residual prediction and
feedback based on BAS-BP. ,e variables and parameters in
this algorithm are defined as follows:

(1) ε(i): the residual between the predicted parking
demand value and the real value after MRA analysis

(2) ζ(i): the MRA residual predicted by the BAS-BP
algorithm

(3) Aj: the coefficient of the j-th influence factor of the
MRA model, and A0 is a constant term

(4) k: the spatial dimension of the BAS search and the
total number of undetermined initial weights and
thresholds of the BP neural network

(5) b
→
: the moving direction of the longhorn beetle

whose determination is the process of normalizing
a k-dimensional random vector

(6) d0: the distance between two antennae of the
longhorn beetle

(7) xls, xrs: the spatial coordinates of the positions of
the left and right antennae of the longhorn beetle,
respectively

(8) fit: the fitness function of the BAS algorithm; in this
paper, the root mean squared error of the training
set is used, fit � 

n
i�1 (εi − ζ i)

2/N
(9) eta: the step length factor in BAS algorithm
(10) d0: the distance between the left and right antennae
(11) ρ: the search accuracy of the BAS algorithm
(12) iter: the iteration ordinal number of BAS

algorithm
(13) Step: the step length of each iteration of the long-

horn beetle
(14) xs(s � 0, 1, 2 · · · , n): the position of the longhorn

beetle in the s-th iteration; x0 is the initial position
of the longhorn beetle; and xs

best is the position of
the longhorn beetle with the best fit

(15) Parameters (T, θ): the individual position of the
longhorn beetle, where T is the initial value of the
BP algorithm and θ is the threshold of the BP
algorithm

(16) m: the number of neurons in the input layer of the
BP neural network

(17) n: the number of neurons in the output layer of the
BP neural network

(18) L: the number of neurons in the hidden layer,
calculated by L �

�����
m + n

√
+ δ, in which δ is an

integer ranging from 1 to 10
(19) η: the learning rate, generally from 0.01 to 0.1
(20) f: activation function, and sigmoid function f(x) �

1/1 + exp(−x) is used in this paper

2.2. Overall Research Ideas. In this paper, we propose a two-
stage parking demand prediction method and study the
linear and nonlinear relationships between parking demand
and influencing factors in two stages. In the first stage, the
author carries out MRA model prediction and calculates the
residuals based on the linear relationship between the
calibrated influencing factors and parking demand. In the
second stage, based on the MRA model, the author uses the
good nonlinear approximation ability of the BP neural
network to fit and predict the nonlinear part of the algo-
rithm, constructs the nonlinear relationship between re-
siduals and influencing factors, and then compensates and
modifies the multiple regression analysis model to com-
pensate for the shortcomings of the linear model to improve
the accuracy of parking demand prediction. ,e overall
process is shown in Figure 1.
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2.3. Introduction of the Index System

2.3.1. Construction of the Index System. Referring to the
existing research literature [6] and the actual operation of
the parking facilities of the commercial-office complex

buildings and based on the principles of comprehensiveness,
scientificity, and measurability, this research constructs a
two-level and ten-category parking demand influence factor
index system from two aspects of building location factors
and building development factors, as shown in Table 1.

Construction of index system

Location factors

Prediction of parking demand by MRA

Calculation of MRA model residuals Calculation of test set data residuals

Independent variable: influence factors of parking
demand for commercial-office complex building 

Dependent variable

Normalization
of all variables

Obtaining the optimal
weight and threshold

Determining the layer
units of BP neural network

Calculation with
weight and threshold

Whether
the accuracy meets the

requirements

N

Y
Modification of multiple

regression model

Parking demand prediction for
commercial-office complex

Initializing BAS
parameters

Initializing BP neural
network weights and

thresholds

MRA training set
data residuals

MRA test set
data residuals

Development factors

BP neural network optimized
by BAS algorithm

Predicting MRA residuals
by BP neural network

MRA residual correction
model based on BAS-BP

Parking demand prediction model for urban
commercial-office complex based on MRA

Figure 1: Flow chart of MRA-BAS-BP algorithm.
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2.3.2. Acquisition and Calibration of the Index Data.
Among the above indices, all indicators can be obtained
through building parking survey or local statistical data, the
acquisition and calculation methods are as follows:

(1) x1: ,e proportion of car trips can be obtained by
issuing a questionnaire to investigate the actual
operation of the object’s buildings.

(2) x2: ,e car ownership rate per 1,000 people can be
obtained through the traffic management depart-
ment, and the population data can be obtained from
the statistical department at the same time.

(3) x3: ,e location index can be obtained according to
the GDP statistical data of the subdistrict.

(4) x4: By referring to the literature, the time-space
consumption method and road network service
level method can be used to calculate the road
network capacity. ,e time-space occupancy
method proposed by Louis Marchan [7] is the most
widely adopted method that can be used to calculate
the capacity of various road networks. Its calcula-
tionmethod is shown in the following equation, and
the parameters involved are obtained through the
actual survey:

C �
S.T

Ccar
�
60 × Sroad × α × R1 × R2 × R3 × R4 × R5 × q

1000 × d × D
,

(1)

where SRoad is the total area (unit: m2) of the road, d
is the transverse width required for the speed
movement of the vehicle to reach the capacity state
(unit: m), D is the average travel distance during
peak hours (unit: m), and q is the capacity of each

road when the road network reaches the capacity
(unit: vehicle/h). Other parameters are various
correction factors, whose values are shown in
Table 2.

(5) x5: Huanmei Qin proposed that the time in the car,
walking time, waiting time, and other factors should
be considered in the calculation of transit accessi-
bility [8]. Its specific calculation process is shown in
the following equation, and the parameters involved
can be obtained through the survey of building
parking characteristics:

PA
※

�
30

T
walk
i + T

wait
i

+
1
2


30
T
walk
j + T

wait
j

,

T
walk

�
L
walk

V
walk,

T
wait

�
1
2
∗
60
α

+ k,

PA � PA
※

,

(2)

where Twalk
i is the walking time of the optimal route

i; Twait
i is the waiting time of the optimal route i;

Twalk
j is the walking time of another route j; Twait

j is
the waiting time of another route j, unit: min; PA※
is the transit accessibility index value of a certain
public transport mode; PA is the sum of transit
accessibility index values of all public transport
modes, indicating the transit accessibility index
value of the building; Lwalk is the distance from the
building to the bus stop (unit: m); Vwalk is the

Table 1: Construction of the parking demand prediction index system.

Influence factors Composition indices Symbols Specific meaning and calibration method

Building location
factors

Proportion of car trips x1
,e proportion of small- and medium-sized car trips in the total traffic

volume generated by buildings
Car ownership rate per

1,000 people x2
,e average number of cars per 1,000 people in the subdistrict where the

building is located, unit: vehicle/1,000 people

Location index x3
,e location index is measured by the real GDP per capita (G DP) in the

subdistrict where the building is located, unit: yuan/person

Road network capacity x4
,e standard vehicle equivalent that can be accommodated by the road

network within the enclosed area of the first trunk road around the building
in peak hours, unit: pcu/h

Transit accessibility x5
An indicator to measure the convenience of people from a building to

complete a trip through public transportation

Building
development factors

Commercial area of the
building x6 Area of the commercial part of the building, unit: m2

Number of posts per
building x7

Maximum number of posts that can be provided in the office area of the
building, unit: person

Parking charging
standard x8 Price of hourly parking charge for the building, unit: yuan/h

Number of shared
parking spots x9

Number of berths provided by the building of common use for travelers with
commercial and office purposes, unit: PCs

Building development
intensity x10

,e building floor area ratio is used to measure the development intensity of
the building, which refers to the ratio of the total building area on the

building ground to the net land area
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average walking speed of pedestrians (taking 50m/
min); k is the reliability coefficient of bus stops, 1 for
rail traffic and 2 for bus; and α is the bus arrival rate
(unit: vehicle/h).

(6) x6: ,e commercial area of the building can be
obtained by building design plan.

(7) x7: ,e number of posts in the building can be
obtained by the survey of parking facilities.

(8) x8: ,e parking charging standard can be obtained
by the survey of parking facilities.

(9) x9: ,e number of shared parking spots can be
obtained by the survey of parking facilities.

(10) x10: ,e building development intensity can be
acquired from the survey of parking facilities and
parking characteristics in the building.

2.4. Phase I: Parking Demand Prediction Algorithm Based on
the MRA Model

2.4.1. MRA Model Prediction Process. ,e MRA algorithm
was proposed by Pearson K in 1908 [9]. As a classical an-
alytical algorithm, it has been adopted in many fields
[10, 11], in which many good results have been achieved.
However, some studies [12, 13] show that due to the poor
robustness of the algorithm itself, its prediction accuracy
may be reduced due to overfitting when the number of
samples is large or the characteristics of the samples are not
linear. ,e multiple regression analysis model in the first

stage is used to describe the linear relationship between
parking demand and related factors. First, a two-level and
ten-category influence factor index system is constructed,
with an illustration of the acquisition method of each index.
,en, multiple regression analysis is used for fitting, and
finally, the residual is output to the next stage. Meanwhile,
the possibility of abnormal data in the value of influencing
factors is considered. When the predicted outcome of the
model is not ideal, it is necessary to eliminate the abnormal
data for reprediction (Figure 2).

2.4.2. MRA Model Prediction Algorithm. ,eMRAmodel is
a quantitative analysis model that examines the relationship
between two or more independent variables and dependent
variables and is expressed in the form of a mathematical
analytical formula on the premise of the linear correlation
between independent variables and dependent variables.
MRA not only can determine the mathematical analytical
formula but also can perform variable analysis according to
standardized coefficients.

In this paper, the proportion of car trips, car ownership
rate per 1,000 people, location factor index, road network
capacity, transit accessibility, building development inten-
sity, commercial area of the building, number of posts in
building, parking charging standard, and number of shared
parking spots are chosen as independent variables, and the
parking demand of commercial-office complex is used as the
dependent variable. ,e determination for RMA is as
follows:

P(i) � PMRA(i) + ε(i) � A0 + A1x1(i) + · · · + Ajxj(i) + ε(i)(j � 1, 2, 3， . . .，10). (3)

After the parking demand is predicted by MRA, the
residual ε(i) is calculated according to (3). ,e residual is
also used as the dependent variable ε(i) in Phase II of the
BAS-BP algorithm for prediction as follows:

ε(i) � P(i) − PMRA(i). (4)

2.5.Phase II:MRAResidualCorrectionAlgorithmBasedon the
BAS-BP Algorithm

2.5.1. BAS-BP Algorithm Operation Process. ,e phase II
algorithm describes the nonlinear relationship between
the MRA residual ε(i) in Phase I and the constructed two-
level and ten-category influence factors. ,e prediction
model combining the MRA model and the other algo-
rithms has been applied in numerous fields. Some scholars
combined the artificial fish swarm algorithm (AFSA) with

MRA, which applied the AFSA algorithm to the parameter
estimation of the MRA model, and achieved better results
than a single MRA model. Some scholars applied the
integration of grey correlation analysis and multiple linear
regression model to environmental governance and better
improved the accuracy of the MRA model. It can be seen
that the combined algorithm is suitable for fitting complex
solutions with linear and nonlinear relationships. In this
paper, the BP neural network, which is commonly used to
study nonlinear relationships, is selected to fit the MRA
residual.

In 1986, Rumelhart et al. proposed the BP neural
network. It has the advantages of simplicity, easy oper-
ation, and low computation and can better fit the non-
linear characteristics of variables. However, it suffers the
disadvantages of long training time, slow convergence
speed, and low accuracy [14]. To overcome the above
disadvantages, a variety of models for optimizing the BP

Table 2: Values of correction coefficients of the time-space consumption method.

Reduction factor α R1 R2 R3 R4 R5

Value range 0.4–0.5 0.75–0.8 0.9–0.95 0.7–0.8 0.7–0.85 0.7–0.85
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neural network algorithm have been proposed in recent
years. ,e BP neural network with some optimizing al-
gorithms can improve the performance of the neural
network, which has been studied and applied in the fields
of construction [15], logistics [16], manufacturing [17],
and new energy [18]. All the research results show that the
optimized BP neural network algorithm performs better
than a single BP neural network and has a more accurate
and applicable prediction effect.

Meanwhile, among the optimization algorithms, the
BAS algorithm has great advantages in dealing with low-
dimensional optimization objectives because of its simple
principle, fewer parameters, and low computation. It is
more suitable for the application scenario of this paper
than the conventional optimization algorithms. ,e BAS-
BP algorithm was first proposed by Wang et al. [19] in
2018. ,e model was applied to the loss prediction of
storm surge disasters and achieved a very small error. Xu
et al. [20] applied the BAS-BP model to predict gas ex-
plosion pressure under multiple factors and found that the
BAS-BP algorithm had higher prediction accuracy and
calculation efficiency. Qian et al. [21] used the BAS-BP
model with small error and time cost to predict fuel cost
and found that the solution proposed by the model is
much better than the solution obtained by traditional
models.

,erefore, in this paper, the BAS algorithm is used to
find and apply the optimal initial weight and threshold of the
BP neural network to the set network to construct the final
training model. ,e model constructed in this way can solve
problems of poor stability of the standard BP neural network
and easily fall into local optimization, thus improving the
accuracy and efficiency of prediction.

In this section, based on the MRA residual mentioned
above, the BAS-BP algorithm is used to correct the re-
sidual. ,e operation process of the model is shown in
Figure 3.

2.5.2. BAS-BP Algorithm Calculation Process. As mentioned
earlier, the BAS-BP algorithm has two stages, namely, op-
timizing the neural network through the BAS algorithm and
predicting the MRA residuals through the optimized BP
neural network.,e detailed steps for the BAS-BP algorithm
are described as follows:

Step 1. Normalize the abovementioned original influence
factor data and MRA residuals data by using the min-max
standardization method and generate BAS-BP training
samples. ,e standardization formula is as follows:

y
∗
i �

yi − ymin

ymax − ymin
. (5)

Step 2. Initialize the relevant parameters involved in the BAS
algorithm and the BP neural network; suppose that the indi-
vidual position of the longhorn beetle can be represented by
parameters (T, θ), where T is the initial value of the BP al-
gorithm and θ is the threshold of the BP algorithm, and the
spatial position of the longhorn beetle is initialized as the initial
solution set of the beetle antennae search (BAS) algorithm,
saved in xbest and recorded as s � 0.,e spatial dimension k of
the BAS algorithm is the total undetermined initial weight and
threshold of the BP neural network, expressed as follows:

k � (m + n + 1) × L + 1. (6)

Parking demand prediction model for urban
commercial-office complex based on MRA

Construction of index system

Location factors Development factors

Eliminating outliersPrediction of parking demand by
multiple regression analysis model

N

Calculating MRA
model residual

Calculating test
set data residual

Whether
the R2 and P value meet the

requirements

Y

Figure 2: MRA model prediction process.
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Independent variable: influence factors of parking
demand for commercial-office complex building

Dependent variable

MRA training set
data residuals

Normalization
of all variables

Initializing BAS
parameters

Updating the le� and right
antennae positions

Calculating the fitness
and updating step length

Whether
the deviation meets the

requirements

Obtaining the optimal
weight and threshold

Determining the layer
units of BP neural network

Calculation with
weight and threshold

Whether
the accuracy meets the

requirements

Modification of multiple
regression model

Parking demand prediction for
commercial-office complex

Y

Y

N

N

Initializing BP neural
network weights and

thresholds

MRA test set
data residuals

MRA residual correction
model based on BAS-BP

BP neural network optimized
by BAS algorithm

Predicting MRA residuals
by BP neural network

Figure 3: Flow chart of BAS-BP correction residual.
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,emoving direction and antenna position update rules
of longhorn beetles in each generation are as follows:

b
→

�
rand(k, 1)

||rand(k, 1)||
,

xls � x
s

− d0 ∗
b
→

2
,

xrs � x
s

+ d0 ∗
b
→

2
(s � 0, 1, 2 . . . . . . .n).

(7)

In the BAS algorithm, the location update rule of
longhorn beetles in each generation is as follows:

x
s+1

� x
s

− step∗ b
→
∗ sign f xls(  − f xrs( ( . (8)

In the search process, the next forward direction and step
length step will be determined according to the target fitness
perceived by the left and right antennae of the longhorn
beetle at the current position.Meanwhile, eta will be reduced
continuously to approach the target more accurately. In this
process, the update equation of the step length and step
length factor of the longhorn beetle is as follows:

steps+1
� steps ∗ etas

,

etas+1
� etas ∗ 0.95.

(9)

Step 3. Replace xs
best with xs+1

best; bring it into the fitness
function and judge whether the optimal fitness value meets
the set search accuracy ρ. If the accuracy requirement is met,
stop the iteration and keep the optimal location xs

best of the
longhorn beetle and the corresponding (T, θ) values as the
optimal initial value and threshold of BP to predict the
residuals of parking demand of complex buildings; other-
wise, continue the iteration.

,e parameters involved in the BP neural network in-
cludemainly the number of neurons in the input layerm, the
number of neurons in output layer n, the number of neurons
in hidden layer L and learning rate η, activation function f,
each connection weight, and threshold.

Step 4. Take the original parking demand influence factors
as the neural network input value and the residuals ε(i) as
the neural network output value, train and predict the MRA
residuals with the BP neural network optimized by BAS, and
finally output the predicting outcome ζ(i). Finally, the

residuals obtained from BAS-BP prediction are used to
modify the MRA model. ,e modification formula is as
follows:

Po(i) � PMRA(i) + ζ(i). (10)

3. Example Analysis

3.1. Description of Example Problem and Index Calculation.
To test the performance of the above algorithms, in this
section, the parking demands of 60 commercial-office
complexes in Jiangsu Province of China are predicted. ,e
basic data for each complex are shown in Table 3. By using
the 10 indices described in the table, a prediction model is
established for each complex. ,e parking demand P is
chosen as the dependent variable.,e proportion of car trips
x1, car ownership rate per 1,000 people x2, location index x3,
road network capacity x4, transit accessibility index x5,
commercial area of building x6, number of posts in building
x7, parking charging standard x8, number of shared parking
spots x9, and building development intensity x10 are selected
as the independent variables. ,e first 50 groups of data are
used as the training set, and the last 10 groups of data are
used as the test set.

3.2. Model Construction and Solution

3.2.1. MRA Model Operation Process and Result.
According to the algorithm idea mentioned above, the so-
lution of the first stage is completed. After the multiple
regression analysis of the first 50 groups of data, the cor-
relation coefficient R2 � 0.891, the statistical observation
value F� 120.737, and the p value of the regression analysis
model p � 3.4∗10−26 can be obtained, indicating that the
established multiple regression model can explain 89.1% of
the parking demand of urban commercial-office complexes,
and the fitting effect is ordinary, but the significance test
statistic F of the regression formula is large, and the test p is
far less than 0.5, showing that at least one of the regression
coefficients is not zero, and the established MRA model is
statistically significant.

After the nonstandardized coefficients of each parameter
in Table 4 are determined, the function of multiple re-
gression analysis is as follows:

P � −10.3992 + 26.84757x1 + 0.1291x2 + 8.05296x3 − 366.024x4 + 0.119365x5+,

0.000661x6 − 79.5658x7 − 0.34333x8 + 374.3895x9 + 139.6442x10.
(11)

,e first 50 groups of data are for back substitution by
regression formula (11), and the last 10 groups of data are
predicted as the test data.

,e residual εi is calculated by equation (4) (see Table 5
for some results).

3.2.2. Fitting of Multiple Regression Residuals BAS-BP
Algorithm. ,e operation at this stage is based on the MRA
predicted outcomes. According to the algorithm idea de-
scribed above, the optimal solution found by BAS corre-
sponds to the weight and threshold (T, θ) of the BP neural
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network. ,e BP neural network parameters in line with the
actual data are determined according to the parameters of
the neural network, and the BAS algorithm is used for
optimization (Figure 4).

(1) Parameter Initialization of BAS-BP Neural Net-
work. According to the number of parameters in Table 3,
set the number of input layers m � 10, the number of
output layers n � 1, the learning rate of the BP neural
network η� 0.1, and the activation function
f � 1/1 + exp(−x) to calculate the number of layers in the
hidden layer, L, and take L � 9, according to the above
calculation method.

,e maximum number of iterations of BAS is 100.
According to (6), the data dimension k � (m + n + 1) × L +

1 � 109 of the BAS is known, and the step length of the BAS
algorithm is iterated according to (9).

(2) Variable Normalization of BAS-BP Neural Network. After
the independent variables and residuals are normalized
through (5), the results are shown in Table 6.

(3) Fitting Results of BAS-BP Algorithm. In this experiment,
the comparison between the fitting results of the BP and
BAS-BP prediction algorithms is shown in Figure 5.,e first
50 groups of data are used as the training set and the last 10
groups of data are test sets. From this figure, the MRA
residual curve predicted by the BAS-BP optimized model
can be seen to be closer to the real value. At the same time,
the MRA residuals are predicted by the conventional BP

neural network fall into local optimization, and its predicted
outcome is not ideal.

,e best fitness curve of the BAS-BP algorithm is shown
in Figure 6. ,e optimal solution can be found after 43
iterations, and the convergence speed is significantly im-
proved in comparison with the convergence speed of the
conventional BP algorithm.

Meanwhile, in this paper, we compare the CPU running
time, relative mean error, and correlation coefficient (R2) of
the BAS-BP algorithm with those of the conventional BP
algorithm to evaluate the superiority of the BAS-BP algo-
rithm. ,e results are shown in Table 7.

3.2.3. Predicted Results of MRA-BAS-BP Algorithm. ,e
BAS-BP predicted value of MRA residuals is obtained
through the calculation in the first two stages, and the re-
sidual predicted value is fed back to the MRA model for
reprediction of parking demand.,e outcomes are shown in
Figure 7.

Meanwhile, in this paper, the author summarizes the
error values of the MRA model and MRA-BAS-BP algo-
rithm to compare the superiority of the MRA-BAS-BP al-
gorithm proposed in this paper over the conventional MRA
model. ,e results are shown in Table 8 (in fact, the pre-
dicted value of parking demand described in Table 8 is not a
strict integer, so the rounding method is adopted to obtain
an integer in this paper). Table 8 shows that the mean error
of MRA is 7.406% and that of MRA-BAS-BP is 2.985%. ,e

Table 3: Summary of basic data of each index.

No. x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 p

1 0.73 177 12.9 1.04 2.17 8700 857 1.5 76 2.1 813
2 0.68 181 14 0.95 1.58 6300 619 1.7 85 1.5 564
3 0.69 199 17.5 0.79 3.42 13600 1113 1.8 202 3 1340
4 0.76 156 15.8 0.73 1.38 3,950 310 1.5 24 1.3 461
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

55 0.42 114 0.59 602.6 478 1.01 44 7.49 1.25 1.37 425
56 0.25 80 0.36 258.9 272 0.59 28 6.53 0.69 0.54 168
57 0.28 84 0.33 538.0 451 0.59 85 5.71 1.40 1.23 502
58 0.55 94 0.44 506.1 540 1.05 55 7.50 1.35 1.09 446
59 0.44 72 0.38 103.2 176 0.82 11 8.45 0.56 0.35 95
60 0.36 94 0.49 287.6 397 0.97 28 9.71 0.98 0.88 313
Note: ,e above specific values and calculation process are not repeated due to space limitations, and the complete data can be seen in the Appendix.

Table 4: MRA model coefficient values.

Model variables Nonstandardized coefficient
Constant term −10.3992
x1 26.84757
x2 0.1291
x3 8.05296
x4 −366.024
x5 0.119365
x6 0.000661
x7 −79.5658
x8 −0.34333
x9 374.3895
x10 139.6442
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Table 5: Statistics of MRA predicted value and residuals.

No. Predicted value Residual εi No. Predicted value Residual εi No. Predicted value Residual εi

1 803.46 −9.54 47 395.53 −2.52 54 389.01 −32.16
2 489.47 −74.53 48 649.23 −123.38 55 572.64 −147.92
3 1436.94 96.94 49 289.76 −74.97 56 214.24 −46.70
4 489.28 28.28 50 232.13 −59.34 57 586.98 −85.29
5 525.78 19.78 51 338.24 −107.53 58 488.76 −42.81
6 74.29 −41.71 52 257.02 −62.23 59 119.78 −24.56
. . . . . . . . . 53 279.35 −61.79 60 366.75 −53.27

Proportion of car trips

MRA residuals

Car ownership rate
per 1,000 people

Location index

Road network capacity

Transit accessibility

Commercial area

Number of posts

Parking
charging standard

Number of shared
parking spots

Development intensity

Input Layer ∈ 10 Hidden Layer ∈ 9 Output Layer ∈ 1

Figure 4: Structure of residual prediction of BP neural network.

Table 6: Statistics of normalized variable data.

No. x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8 x9 x10 p

1 0.79 0.85 1.00 0.62 0.74 0.60 0.35 0.64 0.59 0.68 0.41
2 0.71 0.88 0.88 0.43 0.51 0.73 0.40 0.73 0.39 0.46 0.48
3 0.73 1.00 0.66 1.00 1.00 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.06
4 0.84 0.72 0.58 0.25 0.20 0.60 0.08 0.87 0.32 0.39 0.56
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

55 0.30 0.44 0.40 0.41 0.37 0.28 0.19 0.23 0.28 0.41 0.40
56 0.02 0.22 0.08 0.14 0.16 0.00 0.10 0.15 0.10 0.12 0.43
57 0.08 0.24 0.05 0.36 0.34 –0.01 0.40 0.09 0.33 0.36 0.45
58 0.51 0.30 0.20 0.33 0.43 0.30 0.24 0.23 0.31 0.31 0.58
59 0.33 0.17 0.12 0.02 0.06 0.15 0.02 0.30 0.05 0.05 0.49
60 0.21 0.31 0.26 0.16 0.28 0.25 0.10 0.40 0.19 0.24 0.42
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Figure 5: Comparison of predicted outcomes of BP and BAS-BP algorithms.
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Figure 6: Best fitness curve of BAS-BP algorithm.

Table 7: Comparison of superiority between BP and BAS-BP algorithms.

Algorithm type
Relative mean error R2 CPU running time (s)

Training set Test set Training set Test set Training set
BP neural network 1.968 1.572 0.791 0.718 1.231
BAS-BP algorithm 1.779 0.759 0.816 0.898 0.439
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Figure 7: Comparison of predicted outcomes of MRA and MRA-BAS-BP algorithms.
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predicted outcomes are good, and the prediction accuracy is
greatly improved compared with the conventional MRA
model, which verifies that the proposed model is scientific
and accurate and proposes a reliable prediction method for
the parking demand of urban commercial-office complexes.

4. Conclusions

,e parking demand prediction for urban commercial-office
complexes is one of the most important portions of urban
parking planning. Based on the studies of the prediction of
parking demand of the existing urban commercial-office
complexes, in this paper, the author constructs a two-level
and ten-category influence factor index system and carries
out regression analysis and puts forward a two-stage pre-
diction method of parking demand based on MRA-BAS-BP,
which is verified by with practical examples. ,e main
conclusions of this paper are as follows: (1) the index system
proposed in this paper can comprehensively describe the
parking demand characteristics of urban commercial-office
complex buildings; (2) the BAS-BP algorithm used in this
paper has higher accuracy and faster running speed than the
conventional BP neural network; and (3) the results of
numerical examples show that the MRA-BAS-BP algorithm
proposed in this paper can effectively improve the prediction
accuracy compared with the original single MRA model,
contains certain feasibility, and can provide more accurate
data support for urban parking planning.

Data Availability
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